
ART GUILD at Fairfield Glade       

 Long Range Planning Committee Survey of Members 

 

RESULTS OF APRIL, 2005 SURVEY 

 
NUMBER OF USABLE SURVEYS RETURNED BY May 2, 2005 =  47  or 32% of members. 
 

1.  Which of the following best describes the kind of image you’d like us to project to the public through 

the building’s exterior (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY): 

Artistic = 35;   Intriguing  = 15;  Modern  = 14 ;  Exciting = 14;      

 Traditional  Glade  = 8;  Quiet = 6;   Utilitarian = 3; Plain/Spare  = 3;  Rustic = 3 

OTHER: 

“Friendly (approachable)”= 2  

“Functional”; 

“Compatible with new Glade commercial construction”;  

“Interesting” 

 

2.  Which of the following best describes the kind of image you’d like us to project to the public through 

the building’s interior (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY): 

Light = 28;  Clean lines =26;     Practical =25;   Professional = 23;     

Museum-like =13;    High Class =11;  Colorful = 10;    

Unusual = 4;   Elegant = 3;  Down-home = 0      

OTHER:  

“Inviting & Artsy” 

“Artistic” 

“Classical” 

“Functional” 

“Friendly gallery” 

 

3.  Below are possible functions to be included in the new building. Please mark EACH ONE from 1 to 11 in 

order of priority (with #1 being most important.) 
    1 2 3 4 5     subtotal 6 7 8 9      10     subtotal 

1.  Gallery     38 3    41      0 

2.  Classroom(s)   5 31 4 3  43 1     1 

3.  Library     13 13 6 32 2 1  2 1 6 

4.  Office/ Small meeting area  1 10 9 11 31 4 2 3  1          10 

5.  Storage Room    1 4 6 6 17 8 5 1 3 4          21 

6.  Ceramics Studio   2 4 2 6 14 1 6 7 6 4          24 

7.  Additional all-purpose studio   3 3 5 14 3 8 8 4 4          27 

8.  Kitchen      3 4 7 13 8 4 4 4          33 

9.  Framing/mat cutting service area 2 2  1 5 7 6 9 7           6          35 

10.  Darkroom      2 2 4  3 6 13 12         34 

OTHER:   

Painting room -2 

Cloakroom, bathrooms 

Music (Muzak?) 

Covered porch for plein aire painting 

Large enough for future added functions (see below re framing and darkroom) and/or designed for additions 

Good method of hanging artwork 

 

 



Comments:    

Framing: “future”; “packaging—sale items (paper-bubble wrap)” 

Darkroom:  “future—depending how often it would be used”; “maybe digital ‘darkroom’” 

Additional all-purpose studio:  “metal work”; “stained glass, jewelry” 

Classroom(s): “large meeting area” 

Kitchen:  “kitchenette” 

Office/Small meeting area:  “meeting area large enough to accommodate month Guild meeting” -2 

 

Many commented on hard to choose, since all seem important. 

 
 

 

 

4.  Although Tennessee State law does not require an architect for this size of a project, how important is 

it to you that we have one?  (CIRCLE YES, NO, OR MAYBE ) 

 a.  Do you feel we will get a better building by hiring an architect*?    

 YES  = 30          

 NO  =  4         

 MAYBE   = 12 

 

 b.  Do you feel the expertise an architect will bring to the project would be worth 6 -8% of our 

 costs?              

 YES    =  23            

 NO     =  9              

 MAYBE  =  15 

 

 c.  If you answered “NO” to either #a or #b,  would you have an architect if s/he would work 

 gratis, or for a greatly reduced fee, or include the fee within our budget?   

  YES   =  5  

 NO     =  2 

 MAYBE   = 2 

 

Comments: 

“No architect-no pledge” 

“Must have 3 construction bids-must” 

[ regarding 6-8% fee]  “Of course, if you can get an architect free….!! 

[regarding getting a better building by having an architect]   “Maybe- depending on the creativeness of 

that person” 

[regarding doing an architectural competition]   “We should do this” 

    “                “                “                    “               “In all my years of living I have tried to avoid using people 

for my advantage.  Now, in retirement, I am a member of this guild and find it difficult to accept the idea 

of using the knowledge of an architect, knowing full well one wouldn’t be using them on the job.  We are 

going to business people & asking for their help, be it cupboards or whatever.  We are establishing a trust 

with them. How would it look to them unless they would find out one used the architects …[cannot read].  

Bite the bullet and do it right.” 

 

 

 



5.  Which is more important:  (CIRCLE ONE, for each pair) 

 

a.    keeping to our budget   =  26  

 OR     

adding additional functions  (e.g. ceramics studio, darkroom, etc.)   = 15 

 

COMMENTS: 

“Add the exterior space now for these [additional functions], later to the interior” 

 

 

b.    having ours fit in with Community Club buildings  =  7 

 OR    

having a building that makes a statement   =  301 

 
Comments: 

“six of 1- ½ doz of other” 

 “Both are important” 

 “A ‘statement’ is fine, if it fits into the budget and is not so far out that it’s tasteless and becomes 

contentious with the Community Club.” 

 
PLEASE ADD ANY COMMENTS YOU HAVE ON ANY ASPECT OF THE BUILDING PROJECT ON THE 
BACK OF THIS SHEET.   RETURN IN AN SEALED ENVELOPE WITH YOUR NAME ON IT TO THE 
CENTER DRAWER OF THE DESK AT THE MALL BY MONDAY.    THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUT! 
 
*Interested  architects would have an opportunity to make a presentation of their vision of our building, 

including a floorplan.  This service is  FREE.  We may choose from among them or reject all of them. 

 

 

COMMENTS  IN   GENERAL: 

 

“Please make certain that the Committee visit area showplaces—such as Berea (KY artisans) and Southern 

Illinois artisans.” 

 

 “Important to recognize businesses/corp. in an “artistic” way.  Go for it!” 

 

“I have several questions and concerns.      

    We definitely need an architect!!!  Why are we trying to ‘reinvent the wheel’ when an architect already 

has the answers to helping us plan and build the building of our dreams.  Because of his expertise, he can 

help us stay within our budget (including his fee). 

    How are we going to attract and include people from Crossville and the surrounding area.  Having a 

building which will be off the beaten track, such as the new location, will not be a location which will 

welcome new people. 

   By accepting the land from the Community Club, are there going to be restrictions on what we can or 

cannot do that will cause us to not have the ‘building of our dreams.’   

   I am excited about having a new Art Gallery that will meet the needs of everyone—members and the 

greater Crossville area. “ 

 



 

”Because we do not have a building, I would like to see us try to get facilities as soon as possible.  We may 

even be able to fit in with various changes going on in our community now that the hotel is being torn 

down.” 

 

“I think we should get our building built within our budget with the thought in mind to have it large enough 

to expand to other functions (darkroom) or designed for easy addition.” 

 

“Have you thought about an area that you could rent for catered parties, business meetings, etc. for 

income for the Guild.  I was in a group in Richmond, VA—we had an “art opening” once a month, weddings, 

Christmas parties, business meetings, etc. and were usually booked months in advance.  Also all these 

people saw our art, who otherwise might not see the art.” 

 

“My support will be a Center for the Arts.” 

 

“I truly believe that the new building must be unique—it cannot be ‘ordinary.’    I also feel that designed 

correctly, the incremental costs, if any, would be negligible.” 

 

“The appearance of this building  once established  will be impossible to change and therefore we are stuck 

with it for ever.  One may consider the phrase cub appeal will be of importance.  An architect with 

experience in this type facility will be of great value and prevent a multitude of mistakes.  Please consider 

something more complex than a square box building.  As far as the interior goes we again will be better off 

with experienced architectural help.  These professional people even though expensive will pull the project 

through correctly and save money in the long run.” 

 

“Interior/exterior--needs to be economically easy to maintain.  Color in interior not to take away from 

display area.   To utilize space, areas can be planned to be multifunctional i.e. classroom & library.” 

 

“1.  Make the building handicapped friendly. 

 2.  Ceiling fans (especially in the classrooms) could possibly save on utility expenditure 

 3.  Do not hang the paintings too high (as they are in the mall presently.) 

  4.  Inside, at entrance, have an easel (?) to display ‘artist of the month’ or any important functions” 

 

“Good job.  Keep communicating.” 

 

“How about using the Grocery Store in the mall?”  - 2 


